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CSR Leadership Award
With immense pride and gratefulness, we are happy to announce that we have recently received the…
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NEW PRODUCT LAUNCH
HQ

HQ A5 White

HQ A5 Black

HQ B5 White

HQ B5 Black

HQ eZee Disc: HQ, a stationery brand for the

paper makes the diary stable even after

young professionals launched a new

repositioning the paper numerous times. It

product- HQ eZee Disc. This diary has a

comes in two sizes- A5 & B6 & two colors-

special new age binding style- disk binding,

Black & white. The PP material used for the

which makes it possible for the user to

cover makes it dust repellent. The diary has

reposition the papers in the diary. There are

an additional functionality of a sleek pocket

120 pages of 100 GSM natural shade paper

to hold documents, visiting cards etc. It is

used in this to make the writing experience

available at two price points, as per the size-

smoother for the consumer. The high quality

INR 180 & INR 230.
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MEDIA
COVERAGE
Youva Glue Sticks:
Surat Bhomi-Pg.5
(24 Dec. 19)

Free Press Gujarat-pg.3-Ahmedabad
(23 Dec2019)

Tarun Bharat-Pg.06
(24 Dec 09)

Loksatta-pg.9 Vadodara
(23 Dec 19)

Navbharat Pg.04
(23 Dec 2019)

Guj. Samachar-Pg.3
(22 Dec 19)

Punya Nagari-Pg.07
(24 Dec 2019)

Dainik Bhaskar-Pg.5
(22 Dec 2019)
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CELEBRATION
SBU 1: Christmas Celebration

Thematic decoration for Christmas and New

At Navneet, this year we encouraged our

Year was done at the Head office in Dadar by

employees to make and keep their resolutions.

the SBU1 Brand Team which got exceptional

They shared their New Year resolution with us

response from all the employees. New Year is

by putting it on a note and sticking it on the cut

all about looking at life through fresh lenses,

out of Santa near the conference room. The

aiming high and going after bigger

thought behind that was to inspire each other

achievements.

and progress together and selected

Our organization is a synonym of progress for

resolutions will get gifts. We also had

each and every student, as we add value to
their entire educational journey. Similarly,
Navneet has also been instrumental for the
progress of its employees and also wants that

prepared a backdrop with message from
Navneet and a Tree created from words which
symbolize Navneet – Trust, Confidence,
Solution, Guidance, Reliability, Progress and

2020 should be a year of progress and growth

Legacy.

for all of us. And what better way to ensure

A huge 10 feet Tree was installed in the office

this than by having constructive New Year

compound with assorted balls, dummy gifts

resolutions?

box, Christmas decorations, small mirchi lights
and a white fence.
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EVENT
Youva, Christmas celebration:

https://youtu.be/wRYu93LIZAc

Youva tied up with The Robinhood Army and Kinnectors
to spread Christmas cheer to underprivileged kids. We not
only gave them Youva hampers which they could use, but
also held a fun drawing activity for them. We put up a
Christmas tree which we decorated and the kids had to
replicate the tree with their own twist to it.
We also had them sing along Christmas carols which
definitely put then in the Christmas mood just before we
distributed the presents to them.
Link: https://youtu.be/wRYu93LIZAc
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Alphonsa school exhibition at Ichalkaranji
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Exam board display mahalaxmi stationery in Ichalkaranji

New shop opening in Aurangabad area
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Appreciation certificate
Apprecial Certifcate
handover to
Harshil Enterprise in Ahmedabad

Apprecial Certifcate
handover to
Pustak Manjusha in Jamshedpur.

Apprecial Certifcate
handover to
Amardeep stationers in Surat.

Apprecial Certifcate
handover to
Pawar Book Agency in Nashik.

Apprecial Certifcate
handover to
MCC in Dhanbad.
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EMPLOYEE
STORY

Mr. Atul Shethia
Director
My journey with Navneet began on 18th
October 1988 as a cost officer with a
qualification of AICWA. In the initial 2 years of
my career, I was frequently visiting the Dantali
plant for productivity and inventory related
assignments. Over a period of time, I was
given charge of a small electronic factory of
the group which was a small factory wherein I
received immense experience, which helped
me in my career. I was There I learnt how to
make decisions. We started the stationery
business in 1993 at Vasai, it was a small gala
in an industrial estate. The experience I gained
in the electronic factory of the group was very
helpful, right from team building, machinery,
production, quality management etc. In the last
26 years in the stationery division, we have
achieved several millstones:
» Starting (1993) with Vasai Unit and then
expanding it
» Starting (1995) Daman Unit
» Setting up (1997) Greenfield Silvasa plant
in 2 phases, Shifting Daman plant to
Silvassa
» Restarting (2000) Daman Unit with
Continuous stationery business forms and
Web offset printing and binding facility
» Setting up Greenfield Logistics centre cum
mfg plant at Khaniwade near Virar on NH
8. Where we moved Vasai plant, Pelhar
depot, Andheri Publications depot.

09

» Developing Stationery Depot to cater to
Maharashtra and Zone 1 distribution
» Developing the Dahanu Plant and
warehouse for exports business
Today stationery division has reached to a
level of 800 Cr turnover (estimate for FY20).
Navneet was the first organised player in the
stationery segment. There were no readymade
people for a stationery manufacturing
organisation. We recruited freshers as staff,
worker and trained them for stationery
manufacturing and operations management. I
am happy to say that most of the people who
joined in the initial year are still working with us
and contributed handsomely for the growth of
the business.
Over a period, we upgraded manufacturing
practices by implementing various world-class
techniques and a system like:» kaizen,
» 5S,
» ISO,
» OHSAS,
» FSC,
» SAP ERP System,
» Warehouse Management System (Warex),
» GMI For Printing, etc
We can very proudly say that we are
manufacturing world-class stationery and
supplying to the Top retailer in the world, like
Wal-mart, Staples, Manpa, Target, Morrision,
Asda, Tedi, etc.The stationery factory started
with 6 People at Vasai and has grown
immensely with approximately 2,00 employees
working. Navneet is a part and parcel of my
life. I never felt going to work as burdensome
(even in my early years of career). I have
always been enjoying my work to the fullest.
I dedicate my satisfying work and my life
journey to the great and noble management of
this company, who helped me learn a lot of
personal as well as professional
traits/qualities. I also thank all my colleagues
at the plant, Dadar and Ahmedabad offices for
their positive support to me in my work life.
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MANAGEMENT
LESSON
Management Quotes from a few Top Managers in The World
MANAGEMENT IS THE ORGANIZATION
AND COORDINATION OF THE
ACTIVITIES OF A BUSINESS IN ORDER
TO ACHIEVE DEFINED OBJECTIVES.
A manager leads a department in an
organization. He controls any and all
resources in that department. He is tasked
with the responsibility to steer the
department in the direction defined by the
organization’s mission, vision, goals and
objectives. He has short-term and long-term
targets to achieve, and he is answerable for
them.
Any person working in a managerial capacity
of some sort is required to put on many
different hats.
He must provide direction and guidance so
that each individual – as well as the
department as a whole – can accomplish
their tasks and achieve their goals.
A manager is therefore an integral cog in any
company’s machinery!
From Steve Jobs to Donald Trump, Richard
Branson to Howard Schultz, from Bill Gates
to Ralph Lauren – we have had the privilege
to see and learn from some brilliant minds
and great managers!
Here’s what some of them say about
management, leadership and being a great
manager.

A few great Management Quotes

”

It's not about money. It's about the people you
have, and how you're led.

Steve Jobs

”

The best executive is the one who has sense
enough to pick good men to do what he wants
done, and self-restraint to keep from meddling
with them while they do it.

Theodore Roosevelt

”
”

What's measured improves.

Peter F. Drucker

Surround yourself with the best people you can
find, delegate authority, and don’t interfere as
long as the policy you’ve decided upon is being
carried out.

Ronald Reagan

”

Management is doing things right; leadership is
doing the right things.

Peter F. Drucker

”

The true measure of the value of any business
leader and manager is performance.

Brian Tracy
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TIME FOR SOME FUN
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Which year
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stationery
department
of Navneet
invented?
Get ready to be
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years has
Youva
completed?
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